



Summer Program Intern for 
Business Students 
**Position**: Summer Program Intern  

**Location**: Remote (Worldwide)  

**Type**: Part-Time Internship (3+ hours per day)  

**Duration**: Summer 2024  


**About Matrix-Q Akademia**


Matrix-Q Akademia is a cutting-edge institution dedicated to fostering personal and professional 
growth through innovative methodologies and holistic approaches. Our programs are designed to 
empower individuals to unlock their full potential, develop ethical leadership and entrepreneurship 
skills, and cultivate a purpose-driven lifestyle.


**Opportunity Overview**


We are excited to offer a unique internship opportunity for business students to join our dynamic 
team for the Summer Program 2024. This is an excellent chance for aspiring entrepreneurs and 
business leaders to gain hands-on experience, learn from industry experts, and contribute to 
impactful projects within the Matrix-Q Ecosystem.


**Key Responsibilities**


- **Data Collection and Analysis**: Collect and analyze data about clients to understand their 
needs, preferences, behaviors, and demographics.

- **Profile Development**: Assist in developing detailed client profiles to tailor coaching and 
training efforts.

- **Content Creation**: Collaborate with the team to create engaging and personalized content for 
workshops and training.

- **Market Research**: Conduct research on industry trends and competitor strategies to identify 
growth opportunities.

- **Program Optimization**: Analyze the performance of coaching and training programs and 
suggest improvements based on data and analysis, and deep comprehension of the Matrix-Q 
Methodology.

- **Client Engagement**: Engage with the audience through various channels to build trust and 
authenticity.

- **Reporting**: Prepare regular reports on activities, performance indicators, and insights.

- **Community**: Participate actively in our community of practice, exercising and exploring the 
use and outcome created with our methods, tools, and skills.
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**Training & Development**


Interns will receive up to 5000 EUR worth of training in Matrix-Q Methodology, Tools, Skills, 
Algorithms, Products, Programs, based on ancient nature-inspired holistic systems and wisdom 
and the application of Matrix-Q Primordial Knowledge and Primordial Mathematics. A holistic 
data-driven system that creates a bridge between ancient wisdom and modern science through 
the geometry and code of nature, sound, and human consciousness.


- Entrepreneurship

- Marketing

- Technology

- Time Management

- Human Competencies

- Personal Growth

- Coaching

- Mentorship

- Workshop Facilitation

- Content Creation

- Communication


This training is the same high-quality program received by our clients, and participants can learn 
at their own pace. Completed modules earn certifications.


**Solo Entrepreneurship Bootstrapping Focus**


Participants will gain critical skills to become successful solo entrepreneurs using Matrix-Q 
Methods, Tools, Skills, Algorithms, Knowledge, & Licenses by:


- **Self-Management**: Handling all aspects of the business independently without co-founders or 
partners.

- **Business Activities**: Identifying opportunities, creating products or services, and managing 
the risks involved in starting and running a business.

- **Bootstrapping**: Starting a business with minimal capital and reinvesting early profits to 
gradually expand offerings and the customer journey.

- **Resourcefulness**: Leveraging creative, cost-effective strategies to grow their business while 
utilizing sweat equity and personal networks.

- **Time Management**: Mastering the art of time management, compartmentalizing key roles, 
and processes needed for business development.

- **Multiple Revenue Streams**: Learning strategies to create diverse income sources.
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**Qualifications**


- Currently enrolled in a business-related degree program (undergraduate or graduate level).

- Strong interest in entrepreneurship, personal growth, and holistic development.

- Excellent communication and interpersonal skills.

- Ability to work independently and collaboratively in a remote setting.

- Proactive attitude, with a passion for learning and innovation.

- Basic understanding of marketing principles and social media platforms.


**Benefits**


- Gain valuable experience in a forward-thinking organization dedicated to personal and 
professional growth.

- Work closely with experienced mentors and industry leaders.

- Participate in masterclasses, workshops, and other program activities.

- Receive a stipend and potential vouchers for additional training and coaching programs.

- Shared pool bonus at the end of the summer.

- Opportunity to network with like-minded individuals and expand your professional connections.

- Access to exclusive resources and insights from the Matrix-Q Ecosystem.


**How to Apply**


To apply, please send your resume and a brief cover letter outlining your interest in the position 
and relevant experience. Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis, so early submissions are 
encouraged.


Join us this summer and embark on a transformative journey with Matrix-Q Akademia. Together, 
we will explore new horizons, unlock potential, and create meaningful impact.


**Contact Information**


For any questions or further information, please contact us at WhatsApp +31626673380 or email 
[welcome@matrix-q.studio](mailto:welcome@matrix-q.studio).


**Warning Notice**


**No third party has been contracted to manage or monitor the recruiting program. Candidates 
should refrain from asking for, receiving, or sharing information from third parties. Protect your 
privacy and your chance to be enrolled.**


**Join Us**


If you are ready to enhance your business skills and become a part of our innovative team, apply 
now to be part of our transformative summer internship program!
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